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Introducing Artificial Intelligence  
in the context of Qualitative Research 

05.10.2020 

Digital Talks of MOA 



Early 2018: A qual agency meeting with a tech company 

Introducing Séissmo 

 Qualitative boutique specialist: ad hoc projects, based on human dialogue 

 International – need for German, English and French on a regular basis (and potentially many more languages) 

 Special methodology: The Cognitive Interview (3 phases, requiring a special programming) 

 

A prospective vision: Incorporate state-of-the-art technology 

 Increase sharpness/ acuity of analysis  more convincing insights 

 Increase speed of analysis  

 Increase capabilities for larger samples 

 Increase benchmarking 
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 a  p ioneer  in  A I  (NLP )  

Synomia is a pioneer in Artificial Intelligence, owner of multilingual semantic data processing technologies (NLP). By 

transforming text data into insights, the company allows brands to better understand their ecosystem and therefore build. 



Types of research where the syntax analysis was successfully applied: 
Where consumers generate a large mass of verbalization 
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3 types of research so far: 

 Shopper research 

 Product/ formula tests 

 Exploratory research 

Using 3 methodologies: 

 Exploratory interviews (long text; fully unstructured; linear/ mp3 recording) 

 Cognitive Interviews (long text; forward, backwards, sequences/ mp3 recording) 

 Online blogs (short to medium sized texts; structured questions/ digital input) 



Example of input “into the machine”:  
Hundreds of pages of literal transcripts 
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About the technical issues of verbatim “cutting”:  
Setting standards to obtain relevant units of meaning 
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Trial and error: 

 Where is the verbatim too short  

 Where is it too big 

 Why we need the verbatim before 

Achieving a good standard in various languages: 

 Necessary to invest this time to be perfectly fitting our business 

 Currently around 200 to 300 characters on average 



The way of the interview into the platform (customized SaaS)  
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We learned a lot … 

 about the importance of punctuation!  

 that full transcripts are full of air 

 and were exposed to our own bias/ influence and lack of standard 



Nothing is “automatic”:  
The codification and crossing are made by Humans  
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Strong investment for Séissmo: 

 Fees for the software: 1 full year salary of a research consultant 

 Same amount to invest in work force to comprehend, learn and adopt the new analysis tool 



Is it just about counting verbatims? Well, the speech amplitude does count  
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The speech amplitude is revealing 

 You don’t speak about what “you couldn’t care less” 

 Your amount of verbalization correlates with your emotional density (no matter if positive or negative sentiment) 

N=8 N=8 N=6 N=8 



On base 100, we also analyze the distribution of topics within a given cell  
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Spontaneous purchase in more emotional channels 

 Understanding at one glimpse the shopping 
experience in each relevant channel 

Identifying the respective contribution of the 
occurring touch points 

 and spotting unexploited potentials 



NATURAL COLORATION 



During the coding phase, we notice the salient semantic fields and can 
discover some surprises 
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Emergence of classic topics but also of less expected 
ones like 

 
 SHOWER CAP (CHARLOTTE) 

 
 KITCHEN VS BATHROOM 

 
 (WARM) TEMPERATURE 

 
 RELAXATION 



Analyzing the “crime scene” becomes easy and visual:  
Kitchen vs. bathroom 
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New product procedures create new experience 
spaces at home! 

 
 By the mention of the locations, we derive 

where participants spent their time 
 

 The bathroom remains the main “crime scene” 
but the natural coloration makes a new space 
at home: The kitchen 
 



Synthetic overviews  
and stringent 
comparisons  
become possible… 
 
…in a field often 
accused of subjective 
interpretation  
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The sequencing made by respondents themselves can be made visible, 
allowing a mental representation of the consumer experience curve 
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The role of the smell along the product experience 
 

 Finding out the key moments throughout the 
User Experience 



WOMEN IN THE MENOPAUSE 



The code plan reveals the thematic core and the respective importance  
of topics inside the whole corpus 
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It is precious to be aware of our own framing! 
 
We are often too concentrated on solving 
problems, focusing on symptoms (as are our 
clients, “industry-blinded”) 
 
 By understanding the whole picture, we 

derive insights from the relative importance of 
topics (here the need for accompaniment and 
guidance) 
 

… 



The finesse lies in the semantic score   
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 Low semantic score: words just “counted”  
according to their frequency 

 High semantic score: Words/ word entities  
ranked by their relevance in the whole corpus 



Don’t let yourself be fooled by “Captain Marvel”:  
The beauty of being able to quickly check the original verbatim 
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 The machine is able to 
detect names – but we need 
to know who they refer to 
 

 Thanks to the verbatim 
preview, we can always 
check the context to avoid 
wrong attribution/ 
interpretation 

 Role models? The machine does not discriminate  
(making black role models and/or male role models visible) 



SÉISSMOGRAPH 2020 
Shopping exFEARience 



New semantics arising in the context of grocery shopping in Corona times, 
easily visualized and weighted 
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AI has helped us to discover the power of grammar (negation) 
A weak signal that turns out to be THE indicator of the overall reluctant mood 
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 4 different retailers: A and D inhibit spontaneous purchase while B and C encourage it 

 Dramatic increase of negative phrasing since the Corona outbreak  
when shoppers remember their shopping experience 
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      channel A             channel B       channel C          channel D 

We look again at the “banal” words, seemingly meaningless 
Implicit and unconscious, the use of certain filler words reveals our feelings 

 Cue for a “love brand” 
here: a highly emotional 
purchase (beauty industry) 



Wrap-up 
Please do not hesitate to contact us! 
contact@seissmo.com  

mailto:contact@seissmo.com


Where is the enhancement for our daily job in Qual? 
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In SHOPPER RESEARCH 

 Extreme diversity and quantity of items/ merchandise easy to code 

 Using systematically and quantifying the sequencing from the Cognitive Interview, allowing us to 

understand the retailer’s appeal/ browsing activity 

In PRODUCT/ FORMULA TESTS 

 Establishing “objective” measurement of KPIs and being able – progressively – to establish standards 

and benchmarks/ references  

 Crossing variables (which are difficult to do or hardly visible) and discovering discriminating variables 

In EXPLORATORY RESEARCH 

 Managing a huge quantity (hundreds of Office-Word pages) of verbatim and making sense out of it 

 Identifying quickly and visually some trends/ aggregation of data makes phenomena more visible 

 Potentially allowing us to increase the number of participants without losing the finesse of analysis 

End-User benefit:  
 
 More 

convincing and 
synthetic 
results  
– up to top 
management 
 

 Combination of 
qualitative 
depth and 
quantified 
phenomena 

 


